
 

Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report: Toxin by Robin Cook 

The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, specifically 

microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease forms some part of the 

story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with some other activity or event, to 

widen interest, and to broaden impact.  

We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website In The 

Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others to join, to set up 

their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to us, and give feedback 

about the books that they have read, using our website as the focus for communication. 

Published in 1998, Toxin tells a story of negligence in the beef industry resulting in the death 

from E.coli 0157 of a cardiac surgeon’s daughter, and his pursuit of the wrongdoers. 

Bookclub Meeting 

This Bookclub meeting was a departure from the norm in that it was held during the Summer 

Conference of the Society for Applied Microbiology. The topic of the conference was Food 

Pathogens, thus all bookclub participants were particularly well informed about the subject of 

the novel. Eight participants had read all or part of the book, and an additional six 

conference delegates rapidly switched from observers to participants. Two participants were 

from the United States. The meeting provide an opportunity for energetic and noisy debate! 

General comments 

Overall, we were not impressed with the novel as a medium for factual delivery of a 

controversial subject. When the book was written, E.coli O157 was an emerging pathogen, 

and the story highlighted perceived horrors of the transmission of the infection, and of its 

symptoms. When the bookclub met, a new, and similarly pathogenic strain of E.coli (O104) 

had emerged in Europe, apparently transmitted via ‘sprouts’ - thus perhaps enabling 

comparison regarding the differing outbreak patterns (eg EFSA/ECDC. Joint Rapid Risk 

assessment: Cluster of haemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) in Bordeaux, France, 29 June 

2011). 

We acknowledged that the author specialises in medical dramas, and noted that Toxin had 

been a ‘New York Times Bestseller’, although it was not currently available for purchase. It 

was pacey, and easy to read quickly. Nevertheless, we felt that there were significant errors 

within the plot which weakened the power of the story. The book changes from narrative of 

the pathogenesis of E.coli O157 infection to a thriller with hired killers, via some graphic 

descriptions of slaughterhouses and lots of public information (200-300m cases of food 

poisoning per year, p68; 20,000 cases of O157 pa, with 2-500 deaths per year...discussion 

when daughter is on deathbed. ‘Good Lord!’, followed by debate as to why the disease isn’t 

better known p139), and political issues regarding the need for the interests of meat industry 
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and public health to be independent of one another (p190). The whole story is over in 10 

days (apart from the epilogue where the same scenario is being played out one month later), 

with a hint of additional cases of O157 to come (assuming though that the burgers are again 

undercooked?). 

‘I’d want the public to demand that meat and poultry inspection plus farm-animal feed 

approval be taken away from USDA. It would be better if it were given to the FDA, which 

doesn’t have a conflict of interest’. P346. The US members of the bookclub felt that the 

targeting of the USDA was inappropriate and invalid. 

There are several deliberately shocking descriptions of the slaughterhouse processes, with 

the horror culminating in the ‘hero’ seeing the female meat inspector’s head amongst the 

cattle heads (how likely with that many cattle killed per day (one every 12 seconds)) ‘I’m 

afraid most of her must have gone for hamburger’....’First Becky and now this’ (!) 

Overall, the characters were not well drawn. The main character and his (separated) wife 

respond to the loss of their daughter and to her illness with too much sense, discussing the 

general causes without being inconsolable with grief. Were there hints as to the marriage 

break-up: was it Ginger, his arrogance, temper, star-quality as a surgeon or was he just too 

busy?). Some of us liked Carlos, others liked the determined (and dissected) female USDA 

inspector. 

Microbiology 

The main reason that the bookclub members were not convinced by the book was the way in 

which the pathogen apparently infected the child. Cows were typically fed rendered animals 

and antibiotics (toxin transferred with drug resistance gene p142). A sick cow, was not 

rendered but was taken (sold) to a slaughterhouse, its head fell on floor and got 

contaminated by its own faeces (is it likely that the head fell into that particular cow’s own 

faeces ? (p395), then was put into the general ground mix. The resultant burger was not 

properly cooked. 

Cows infected with E.coli O157 are mainly asymptomatic, thus the sick cow would be an 

unusual exception. If all cattle are potentially infected, then the long explanation for the 

transmission of infection would be unnecessary. The key issue is the inadequate cooking of 

contaminated ground beef. 

Descriptions of the slaughterhouse/abbatoir were over-emotive and inaccurate (P246 ‘This is 

outrageous’ - although the story was set in the past when conditions might have been 

different). P234 compares the process with that for the transmission of mad cow disease. In 

addition, other diseases were mentioned throughout the story that could raise additional 

concern. P358 notes that the bolt (shot into the brain) would ‘scatter emboli of brain tissue 

through the cow’s body, since the heart would still be beating (mad cow disease)’. 

P223 ‘Hell, people have got the same E.coli from apple juice, lettuce, milk, even swimming in 

a contaminated pond’ 

P256 ‘You know the goddam poultry industry puts out a produce that is almost 100% 

swimming in salmonella or campylobacter and nobody says boo. And we have a tiny 

problem with E.coli..’. This point was felt to be the most valid made in the novel. 



There is plenty of scientific detail, regarding symptoms (which arrived a little fast) and other 

aspects of microbiology. P122 notes that routine stool cultures for simple diarrhoea are not 

done. A bacterial cause – Salmonella, Shigella and some of the newer strains of E.coli – is 

considered. P163 pulse-field electrophoresis is used to identify type. No antibiotics are given 

– no effect on toxin, and might disrupt protective normal flora. P172 plasmaphoresis is 

suggested as treatment. P141 describes shiga-toxin and conjugation. The new strain exists 

in about 3% of cows’ intestines; it can cause a bovine diarrhoeal disease, but cows are 

generally immune, at least systemically (so how is the sick cow explained?) Then ensues a 

discussion about fears of genetic engineering and how this had happened naturally. 

Overall, it was felt that the novel could be used in science education, provided that directed 

questions were appropriately designed to enable a critical evaluation of content. There is 

plenty of opportunity for undergraduates to explore some of the issues in more detail. But 

there was some concern regarding the perceived inaccuracy of some of the content. 

Joanna Verran 

 


